DUPLEX MAKEOVER
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ORDER
Cape interior designer
Cheryl Herweg turned
a dated beachfront
duplex into a stylish
pied-à-terre in
Mouille Point
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e’ve bought an
apartment. Pick up
the keys from the
estate agent and please
renovate and decorate it. We don’t
need to see anything until it’s done.”
These were the instructions Cape
Town interior designer Cheryl Herweg

received from her clients. “I had already
worked on their home in Durban and
another apartment of theirs so I knew
their style well and they trusted me to
give them what they wanted.”
After picking up the keys, she
discovered bland dated spaces with poor
finishes. “The apartment was 
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Made to
WHO LIVES HERE
A retired Durban couple who use the
apartment as their home away from home.

THE APARTMENT
A duplex on the third floor of a
prestigious block on the Mouille Point
beachfront with open-plan living areas,
kitchen, scullery and guest toilet on one
floor, and three bedrooms and three
bathrooms on the level below.

Formerly a gloomy, sparsely furnished
’tunnel’, the living and dining area is now filled with light, and rich in colour. Cheryl
used a mix of bold shades to anchor the furniture. To minimise the impact of the TV in
the living area, it was built into a dark wood unit. One of the biggest changes is the
stairwell. Cheryl mirrored the blank wall, framing the mirror with moulding and hung
artwork against it. Now instead of entering a dark, dull space you are greeted by
interesting reflections of the other rooms.
THIS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT:
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THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: JEH Electrical assisted with the new lighting

scheme which includes downlights, wall lights and pendants. The show-stopping
sculptural light fitting over the dining table is from K. Light Import. The leather chairs were
custom made. For storage space and a desk area, a new unit was built in along one wall of
the living area. In the kitchen, the new cabinetry designed by Cheryl and made by
Malco Joinery features modern handles and floating shelves. The glass splashbacks were
supplied by Wilsons Glass.
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Gilded pendants from
K. Light Import add a touch
of glamour to the kitchen
carried through by the
metal bar stools made by
Cheryl’s company.

like a tunnel with no windows on
the side walls and it was very open
plan,” Cheryl recalls. On the plus side
the apartment faced the ocean with
wonderful views of the comings and
goings in Table Bay. In addition, being
a duplex, the upper level with entrance,
living, dining and cooking areas was
quite separate from the lower level,
which is reserved for the private spaces
such as bedrooms and bathrooms.
“My aim was to create a sense of depth
and space with contrasting tones and
layering,” Cheryl explains.
But first all the finishes had to be
replaced. The carpets were lifted and
replaced with oak flooring. As the
ceiling is concrete, bulkheads were
installed in order to update the lighting.
These accommodate new downlights
and the air-conditioning ducting. The
walls were embellished with moulding,
which in some cases provides a frame for
wallpaper panels. 
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Molecule horizontal black pendant,
R8 785, K. Light Import.

Get the look
Recreate the rich eclectic
look of this dining area

Mikasa Azores
dinner plate, R350,
Bespoke Home.

Lower level
Glass, R79,
H&M Home.
bedroom

WC

en suite

passage

“The entrance was very dark and
the stairwell was rather gloomy,” says
Cheryl, “but the empty wall on the
side of the stairs presented the perfect
opportunity to ‘open’ up the upper
floor.” The entire wall was mirrored but
instead of solid sheets, Cheryl framed
sections of mirror with moulding. She
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defined the living and dining areas
with new built-in storage including
a work station and media unit in the
living room. These were either given
a natural wood finish or painted in
deep rich shades. New white kitchen
cabinetry offset with pale countertops
and a glass splashback reflects light
into the dark kitchen.
All the furniture was made especially
for the apartment. “I don’t shop for
furniture ‒ everything is custom
designed and manufactured to suit
each project,” Cheryl explains. She
decorated each bedroom with a
different fresh colour scheme and
included dressing tables and sitting
areas where possible. The result is
luxurious spaces for the clients, their
visiting children and grandchildren.
Her attention to detail includes
making sure that there are no costly

surprises. Cheryl plans and costs
everything from the position and
number of plug points to the skirtings,
cornices and joinery well in advance
so the clients know whether any
improvements are within their budget.
She also knows where to spend and
where to save. For instance, the
upholstered leather dining chairs were a
big expense, but the stylish crockery was
purchased from a chain store. “I bought
it not because it was inexpensive, but
because it was interesting and just the
right colour for the decor,” she reveals.
“When the owner first walked into
the apartment she was overjoyed,” recalls
Cheryl. And who could blame her? From
dark and dingy it’s now filled with light
and colour, each carefully thought out
space is comfortable and stylish and it
has the airiness and sophistication of a
classical seaside villa.

SHOPPING MANDY BUCHHOLZ PHOTOGRAPHS SUPPLIED PRODUCTS ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
AND PRICES WERE CHECKED AT TIME OF GOING TO PRINT. SEE PAGE 2.

balcony

bedroom

Duzu eight seater
dining table, R9 886,
Homewood.

bedroom

en suite

Two-tone black and gold
metal pendant, R1 539,
K. Light Import.

entrance

living area
passage
balcony
kitchen
dining area

scullery
WC

Upper level
THIS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM FAR LEFT: Wallpaper from
Dreamweaver Studios featuring overscaled images of flowers set
the pink theme of the second bedroom. The fresh blue and
white scheme in the main bedroom is offset by the oak flooring
from Oggie Flooring. The rug is from Hertex. What was a dingy
third bedroom, is now full of interest thanks to the wallpaper
from Hertex. The fluted headboard extending the width of the
room allows the beds to be pushed together or separated by a
bedside table. The bedside lamp is from Floating Designs.

San Remo chair
with armrest,
R2 369, KARE.

Moroccan gold
printed high
ball glass, R65,
@home.
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